Escape the limits of time and immerse your body and soul in the soothing atmosphere of our private Spa Suite. Discover the unique ambience of the cosy and intimate venue with Jacuzzi, Hammam Steam Room, Fire Place and Lounge Corner where one can indulge in perfect relaxation.

Our spa therapists are proud to use the exquisite products of La Sultane de Saba. The concept is based upon ancient Oriental beauty rituals which were handed down from mother to daughter over generations.
Through authentic products and original body treatments La Sultane de Saba encourages you to dream, travel, and discover far-off horizons where your body and spirit return to the very essence of relaxation and well-being.

Inspired by the beauty rituals of the mystical Orient, La Sultane de Saba offers several product ranges, each based on unique and magical ingredients.

The brand adheres to an extremely strict laboratory charter, its products (Made in France) are paraben-free, not tested on animals and do not contain any animal ingredients.
Pamper yourself with a variety of fragrances during a 60 or 90-minute massage by selecting one of the following La Sultane de Saba lines:

- **Voyage Balinais / Journey to Bali** - Lotus and Frangipani Flowers
- **Voyage sur la route des Épices / Journey along the route of Spices** – Ayurvedic - Amber, Vanilla, Patchouli
- **Voyage sur la route dans les Îles / Journey to the Islands** – Tiara Flower, Aloe Vera
- **Voyage sur la route des Délices / Journey of Delights** – Orange Blossom
- **Voyage en Orient / Journey to the Orient** – Amber, Musk, Sandalwood
- **Voyage sur la route de Malaisie / Journey to Malaysia** – Champaca Tropical Flowers
- **Voyage sur la route de Darjeeling / Journey to Darjeeling** – Ginger Green Tea

Our treatments begin with a soothing foot bath, a lovely pot of green tea immersed with the aroma of a perfumed candle, all help you to dream and discover distant horizons.

Selected La Sultane de Saba products (Body Lotions, Beauty Oils, Shea Butters, Shower Creams and Scented Candles) are available for sale at the Reception Desk.
VOYAGE BALINAIS / JOURNEY TO BALI
2 hours 30 minutes, Volcanic Stones, fragrances: Lotus and Frangipani Flowers
Foot Bath – Shower – Hammam (10’) – Exfoliating Body Scrub (20’) – Shower – Body Wrap & Relaxation (30’) – Shower - Massage (75’)
with heated Volcanic Stones

Bali is called “the island of the Gods” as a tribute to its sumptuous majesty and its incredible diversity of colours and landscapes. Since the dawn of time, the Balinese believe in a power over souls. So it is with the Lotus, the most beautiful flower in the world which is abundant on the island along with the Frangipani flower, providing a true symbol of femininity and seduction. Long circular movements with heated volcanic stones re-start the body’s circulation and release tensions.

VOYAGE SUR LA ROUTE DES ÉPICES (AYURVÉDIQUE ORIENTAL) / JOURNEY ALONG THE ROUTE OF SPICES (ORIENTAL AYURVEDIC)
2 hours 30 minutes, Herbal Sachets, fragrances: Amber, Vanilla, and Patchouli
Foot Bath – Shower – Hammam (10’) – Exfoliating Body Scrub (20’) – Shower – Body Wrap and Relaxation (30’) – Shower - Massage (75’)
with heated Herbal Sachets

Spices have always been a subject of fascination and were more precious than gold in the past. An Oriental Ayurvedic ritual will transcend you to incredible India, the land of scents and colours. The Ayurvedic Journey aspires to bring harmony to the energy centres and a deep peace by soothing mental agitation. The movements follow the median planes and focus on the chakras, the solar plexus and the sternum for a more spiritual experience.
VOYAGE SUR LA ROUTE DANS LES ÎLES / JOURNEY TO THE ISLANDS
2 hours 30 minutes, Shells, fragrances: Tiara Flower, Aloe Vera
Foot Bath – Shower – Hammam (10’) – Exfoliating Body Scrub (20’) – Shower – Body Wrap and relaxation (30’) – Shower - Massage (75’)
with warming Sea Shells

Tahiti, Bora Bora, Moorea, the heavenly melody of these names resonates with the fascinating richness in which the Polynesian islands are immersed. Polished sea shells smoothly caress the skin to aid well-being. The constant heat of the shells emit calcium ions and magnesium minerals which are absorbed into the skin. All products have been developed according to the islands’ tradition, based on the two emblems of Tahiti – the Tiara Flower and the Aloe Vera.

The massage is an ideal treatment to relieve muscular tensions and stimulate the lymphatic circulation. It also improves the bloodstream and absorbs the stress effects while moisturising the skin.

VOYAGE SUR LA ROUTE DES DÉLICES / JOURNEY OF DELIGHTS
3 hours, fragrances: Orange Blossom
Foot Bath – Shower – Hammam (10’) – Exfoliating Body Scrub with Savon Noir (20’) – Shower – Body & Hair Wrap (Rassoul) & relaxation with Honey Face Mask (30’) – Shower - Massage (90’)

Inspired by the orange tree garden, this wonderful 3 hour Journey is concentrated on the orange blossom with sunny and enveloping virtues. The Orange Flower has been used for centuries in beauty for its various benefits. Savon Noir (Black Soap) is made of olives from Morocco. This natural and traditional paste exfoliates while nourishing the skin. The traditional Moroccan Kessa Glove rids the skin of dead cells and scrubs deeply.

The Rassoul is a Moroccan saponified clay, rich in iron oxide and magnesium, which has absorbent and de-greasing properties to rid the skin of impurities.
Experience romantic moments within the chic and sexy ambience of our Spa Suite with Jacuzzi, Hammam Steam Room, Fire Place and Lounge Corner for you to relax in.
It is the perfect cozy venue for an intimate time.

Escape from the routine with our signature package including:

- Exclusivity of the Spa Suite for 3 hours
- Bottle of Champagne & strawberries
- Jacuzzi and Hammam Steam Room
- 2 x 60 min. massage
- Intimate atmosphere with relaxing music
- Lounge corner, Fire Place, Library
Assisting you in the selection of a treatment that is the most suitable for your needs and desires is of great importance to us. From the moment your spa journey begins until it ends, we consider it paramount that your every comfort and expectation is not only attended to but anticipated with unrivalled personal care.

- In order to maximize the benefits of your spa experience, please prepare yourself for the appointment. We recommend to dress in your bath robe which can be found in the hotel room. We will come to pick you up 5-10 minutes prior to the treatment time. Please, present your Reservation Card to the therapist.

- Please inform us in the case of high blood pressure, heart or other physical problems, pregnancy and allergies to let our therapists recommend specially adapted treatments for you.

- While every effort will be made to provide you with your full reserved treatment time, should you arrive late for your appointment, the treatment time may have to be reduced depending on availability. We appreciate your understanding.

- If you would like to cancel your appointment, please kindly do so at least 4 hours prior to the treatment in order to avoid a 50% penalty charge.

Treatments are available daily by appointment.
For reservation, please, contact the Reception Desk of the Buddha-Bar Hotel Prague.